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About This Game

In Stunt Corgi VR, you are the parent of one little corgi with one big dream - to be the most famous stunt pet in the world!

With your inventory of props and effects, you’ll build the course and choreograph your corgi's routine. Call “Action!” at anytime
to watch as your corgi leaps over oil barrels, launches from cannons, and dive through hoops of fire!

You’ll also want to make sure your corgi looks the part, and with over 300,000 possible costume combinations, you’ll never run
out of ways to make your corgi stand out.

KEY FEATURES

No Unlocking!

There’s no need to be a ‘master of unlocking’ in Stunt Corgi VR, because you’ll have access to every prop, effect, and costume
piece right away, so you can build the stunt of your dreams!

Corgi Customization!

Outfit your corgi with a variety of hats, collars, goggles, suits, shoes, and fur styles to give them the perfect look for your stunts.

Props and Effects Galore!
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Whether you want to drop anvils, dance under disco balls, or fire your corgi from a cannon, with over 25 props and effects,
there is no shortage of ways to build amazing stunts for your corgi to attempt.

Defy Gravity with ‘Bolt Down’!

Knocking over a perfectly placed prop can be a pain, but with bolt down, you can lock a prop in place, so that no matter what
mayhem happens around it, your props will stay put. You can even build in the sky, giving you endless possibilities in stunt

construction!

See Every Angle with Teleport

Walk or teleport throughout the build area so that you can place every prop and effect right where you want it. Then, teleport to
the edges and see your masterpiece in action!
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Title: Stunt Corgi VR
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Studio Roqovan, Inc.
Publisher:
Studio Roqovan, Inc.
Release Date: 15 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590 Or AMD FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 or AMD R9 290

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Based on Low Settings

English
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stunt corgi vr

Thank you for this, Dev. It was the game I didn't know I wanted. Best part is becoming momentarily frustrated and throwing the
prop over the fence and hearing it ruin someones day. A very wholesome game, I'm glad this exists.. boring and hard to learn for
young ones. Virtual Reality needs more games like this. It is a relaxing, enjoyable, fun-spirited game.

Pros:
-Unlike most VR games, this is well optimized and fairly priced.
-These developers hired a Corgi specialist, the AI is exactly like my Corgi at home!
-The physics in-game are on point, nothing feels clunky when manipulating props.
-Corgi!

Cons:
-No autosave feature.
-I would love to see this game as a general Corgi simulator, with more features than just the stunts\/props.
-If you have a small room, there isn't much wiggle room when creating courses, as the only way to move in-game is to physically
move around your room.

I would recommend this game to anyone, it is a fun, chill game that is a must have for Corgi lovers!. boring and hard to learn for
young ones. I like this. In the videos it looks kind of rigid with the preset animations and it is but not as bad as it looks in the
videos. You do have some interaction but it's very limited.

The obstacle course creation is actually pretty fun and makes me want to see just how crazy I can make it. Not great for demos
due the complex nature since it's basically a level design software.

You can interact with the Corgi but only on the main menu. Would be great if they added a catch mode or feeding mode just to
be able to interact more.. I purchased this game under the pretense that there would be some "game" aspect to it, where there are
goals or courses, and props are unlocked as you accomplish more things. I didn't initially realize this is purely a sandbox game.
There are no aspects of training your corgi, as your dog is perfectly trained from the beginning. There's no interaction with the
dog, like giving treats or petting. You have all the props to use from the beginning. I'd love to be able to complete goals and
unlock props one by one so you can appreciate them more. I also felt the system to rotate and place objects was cumbersome
and not fun. The one thing I really did like was the teleportation system, which uses the grips and trigger and frees up the pad. I
played this or about 10 minutes and ended up requesting a refund.. I really like this game but the main issue I have is not being
able to move back away virtually from the play area so I can see the course without having to physically move around and
running into the wall. As it stands now you can only move physically. I let the Dev know about this but all that was said that they
were aware of people complaining about this issue but did not say if it was gonna be fixed. As it stands, I cannot recommend
this until this issue is addressed.

Update: I can finally give this a positive, the Dev listened to what needed to be changed and for me, the teleportation is a huge
step in the right direction. Thanks again for listening!!!. This is a game where I really wanted to give it a 'maybe' rating. The
game is pretty fun but the fact that you can't move is a killer. The controls aren't the greatest, but they would be fine if I could
actually move closer to what I'm working on. Trying to fidget with your props from a distance can be very frustrating. I also ran
into bugs here and there. An object got stuck in my hand once and I couldn't get it off.

If you're into creating wacky contraptions/courses in a level-editor fashion, then you might enjoy it. It kind of reminded me of
my younger years when I used to make ridiculous roller coaster scenarios in Roller Coaster Tycoon, among other games that
involve re-testing creations to see if they were successful. The visuals were also quite pixelated. On 'Epic' quality it looks a lot
nicer, but had occasional framerate jitters in courses that had a lot of obects/effects on screen.

Video --> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJN7_VsQOCY
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